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Abstract—Fast and accurate estimation of sensitivity matrices

Q2

4
is significant for the enhancement of distribution system modeling5
and automation. Analytical estimations have mainly focused on6
voltage magnitude sensitivity to active/reactive power injections7
for unbalanced networks with Wye-connected loads and neglecting8
DERs’ smart inverter functionality. Hence, this paper enhances9
the scope of analytical estimation of sensitivity matrices for un-10
balanced networks with 1-φ, 2-φ, and 3-φ Delta/Wye-connected11
loads, DERs with smart inverter functionality, and substation/line12
step-voltage regulators (SVR). A composite bus model comprising13
of DER, Delta- and Wye-connected load is proposed to represent14
a generic distribution bus, which can be simplified to load, PV,15
or voltage-controlled bus as required. The proposed matrix-based16
analytical method consolidates voltage magnitude and angle sen-17
sitivity to active/reactive power injection and tap-position of all18
SVRs into a single algorithm. Extensive case studies on IEEE and19
EPRI networks show the accuracy and wide scope of the proposed20
algorithm compared to the existing benchmark method.21

Index Terms—Distributed energy resources, linear model,22
renewables, step regulators, voltage sensitivity, unbalanced23
distribution networks.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

BROADLY, sensitivity coefficients are defined by the first-26

order partial derivative of any state variables to the input27

variable. In particular to the distribution network, sensitivity28

coefficients generally refer to the partial derivative of nodes’29

voltage magnitude (E) and angle (θ) to active/reactive nodal30

power injections (P/Q) and tap-position (γ) of voltage regula-31

tors, i.e., ∂E
∂P , ∂E

∂Q , ∂E
∂γ , ∂θ

∂P , ∂θ
∂Q , and ∂θ

∂γ . Sensitivities to other net-32

work’s state variables, such as line current and loss, are computed33

using voltage magnitude and angle sensitivities [1]. Estimation34

of voltage and angle sensitivities are generally provided as a35

built-in function in transmission network simulation tools (such36

as MATPOWER and DigSILENT) which typically employ the37

Jacobian method [2]. In contrast, currently available distribution38

network simulation tools, such as OpenDSS, PandaPower, and39

DigSILENT, do not have built-in functions to estimate voltage40
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and its angle sensitivities for the unbalanced system. It is mainly 41

due to the complexity of distribution network modeling and solv- 42

ing in the presence of multi-phased lines, loads, and distributed 43

energy resources (DERs) and their various configurations (e.g., 44

variants of Delta and Wye connections). 45

Network sensitivities have been popularly used to achieve 46

closed-loop control of distribution networks for achieving volt- 47

age control [3], optimal economic operation [4], catering ancil- 48

lary services [5], and safely re-closing breakers [6]. With the 49

increasing penetration of renewable DERs and electric vehicles 50

in distribution systems, online feedback optimization is regularly 51

used to respond quickly to network changes. Majorly online 52

feedback optimization is dependent on sensitivities [6], [7]. 53

Hence, fast and accurate estimation of sensitivities is of signif- 54

icant importance for the enhancement of distribution network 55

automation. 56

The methods to estimate voltage sensitivities can be broadly 57

classified into two categories, viz., (a) data-driven and (b) 58

model-based. Data-driven methods are typically neural net- 59

works trained to predict the sensitivities at various operating 60

conditions [8]. However, data-driven methods always require 61

high-quality and large datasets, and they are difficult to reveal 62

physical laws. Instead, analytical methods are physics-based, 63

which do not depend on high-quality and large datasets. An- 64

alytical methods can be further classified into two categories 65

based on their application to only radial networks [9], [10], 66

[11], [12], [13], [14] and to both radial and meshed distribution 67

networks [1], [15], [16], [17], [18]. 68

The study in [9], [10] proposes a simplified approach to 69

compute voltage sensitivity coefficients in radial distribution 70

networks for constant current loads/sources and is further sim- 71

plified by neglecting phase differences among buses. However, 72

network control and operation consider a constant power model 73

of loads/sources, which limits the application of these methods. 74

Considering constant power models, the voltage sensitivity co- 75

efficients for radial systems are analytically formulated in [11], 76

[12], [13], [14]. The estimated sensitivities in [11], [12], [13] are 77

exact for the radial lossless networks and are generalized in [14] 78

considering the line losses. 79

The analytical methods applicable to both radial or meshed 80

distribution networks typically employ Z-matrix [1], [16], Y- 81

matrix [15], [17], or both Y- and Z-matrix [18] to express the 82

relationship between power injections and node/bus voltages 83

for sensitivity estimation. Formative work on sensitivity es- 84

timation of distribution networks is conducted in [1], where 85

the first-order partial derivatives of bus voltage with respect to 86
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active/reactive power injections are estimated by solving linear87

sets of equations pertaining to nodal power injections. This study88

is further enhanced in [16] by integrating voltage sensitivity89

to the tap-position of a substation transformer in distribution90

networks and by demonstrating its applicability in meshed net-91

works. However, the application of both works [1], [16] are92

limited to balanced distribution networks only. An influential93

work on voltage sensitivity estimation in unbalanced distribution94

networks is studied in [15] considering multiple slack and load95

buses. The work is further generalized in [17] by considering96

PV buses too. A Neumann series is applied in [18] to simplify97

voltage sensitivity estimation to active/reactive power injections.98

The works [15], [17], [18] only consider Wye-connected loads.99

However, there are also Delta-connected loads that could be ei-100

ther 1-φ, 2-φ, or 3-φ in reality. Furthermore, many utilities (e.g.,101

California and Arizona) are imposing DER interconnection rules102

for elevating the grid’s hosting capacity, requiring DERs to have103

smart inverter functionalities such as volt-var control [19]. The104

volt-var control will enable a DER to support a grid with reactive105

power when the voltage at its point of common coupling deviates106

from the nominal value [20]. The potential impact of DERs’107

volt-var control functionalities on voltage sensitivity is also not108

considered in [15], [17], [18]. The smart inverter functionalities109

directly impact the network voltage and are popularly used as110

recommended by IEEE 1547-2018 [20]. Hence at large DER111

penetration, it is significant to consider DERs’ smart inverter112

functionality while estimating the sensitivity matrices. There113

are multiple 1-φ substation/line step-voltage regulators (SVR)114

deployed mainly for voltage control, and the voltage sensitivities115

to the tap-positon of such SVRs are not yet studied in the past116

literature.117

Hence, this paper enhances the analytical estimation of volt-118

age sensitivity matrices in unbalanced distribution networks119

considering DERs’ smart inverter functionalities, multi-phased120

Delta/Wye connected loads, and substation/line SVRs. Further-121

more, the proposed matrix-based method consolidates voltage122

magnitude and angle sensitivity to active/reactive power injec-123

tion and to tap-position of substation/line SVRs in a single124

algorithm. The wide applicability of the proposed algorithm is125

achieved by modeling each bus as a composite bus comprising126

DER, Delta-, and Wye-connected loads. The composite bus127

represents the reality of distribution buses, as there is no definite128

load and generator bus in the distribution system. The composite129

bus can be easily simplified to a generator (PV bus), load,130

or voltage-controlled bus as required. The proposed algorithm131

is tested in various IEEE networks, and the performance is132

evaluated by mean absolute percentage error and mean com-133

putation time. One limitation of the proposed method is the lack134

of generalization for Delta-connected DERs. However, Delta-135

connected DERs can be converted to Wye-connection to apply136

this method.137

The contributions of the paper are listed as follows:138
� Formulate a generalized analytical method for voltage139

magnitude and angle sensitivity matrices with respect to140

active/reactive power injections and tap-position of SVRs.141
� This proposed analytical method extends sensitivity ma-142

trices to more realistic and comprehensive distribution143

networks, considering not only SVRs but also multi-phase 144

Delta- and Wye-connected loads. 145
� This proposed analytical method takes into account DERs’ 146

smart inverter functionalities, greatly improving its gener- 147

alization ability and flexibility. 148

II. ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF SENSITIVITY MATRICES 149

A. Modeling Unbalanced Distribution Network in Matrix 150

Form 151

For a general three-phase distribution network, the injected 152

node currents and node voltages are linked by its admittance 153

matrix as1: 154

Ī = Ȳ · Ē. (1)

Here, Ī = [Ī1a , Ī
1
b , Ī

1
c , . . . , Ī

n
a , Ī

n
b , Ī

n
c ]

T , and Ē = 155

[Ē1
a, Ē

1
b , Ē

1
c , . . . , Ē

n
a , Ē

n
b , Ē

n
c ]

T . Here, the super-scripts 156

{1, 2, . . . , n} denote the bus, whereas the sub-scripts {a, b, c} 157

represent nodes/phases associated with the corresponding bus. 158

The system admittance matrix Ȳ is formed by clustering the 159

primitive admittance matrix of each network element such as 160

lines, switches, capacitor banks, transformers, and regulators 161

(e.g., [21]), and has the structure as follows: 162

Ȳ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ȳ11aa ȳ11ab ȳ11ac · · · ȳ1naa ȳ1nab ȳ1nac
ȳ11ba ȳ11bb ȳ11bc · · · ȳ1nba ȳ1nbb ȳ1nbc
ȳ11ca ȳ11cb ȳ11cc · · · ȳ1nca ȳ1ncb ȳ1ncc

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...

ȳn1aa ȳn1ab ȳn1ac · · · ȳnnaa ȳnnab ȳnnac

ȳn1ba ȳn1bb ȳn1bc · · · ȳnnba ȳnnbb ȳnnbc

ȳn1ca ȳn1cb ȳn1cc · · · ȳnnca ȳnncb ȳnncc

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(2)

The distribution network comprises a few three-phase and 163

single-phase tap-changing transformers (also referred to as step- 164

voltage regulators) at the substation or along the line, primarily 165

designed for voltage regulation. As a result, its Ȳ has to be 166

recomputed whenever the tap is shifted in those transformers. 167

To avoid the entire recomputation of the admittance matrix, we 168

formulate it as: 169

Ȳ = Ȳo + δȲr, (3)

where Ȳo is the admittance matrix when the taps are at the 170

nominal position and remain constant unless the distribution 171

network is reconfigured. δȲ
r

is an incremental change in the 172

admittance matrix, which accounts for the change in admittance 173

due to shifting in the tap-position of regulators. δȲr is highly 174

sparse than Ȳo, and can be computed based on location and type 175

of regulator as:2 176

For all ((i, p), (j, k)) ∈ R
δȲr ((i, p), (j, k)) = δȲ r ((i, p), (j, k)) (4a)

1In this paper, every phasor, its conjugate and magnitude are denoted with a
bar above (e.g., X̄), below (e.g.,

¯
X) and without any bars (e.g.,X), respectively.

Additionally, normal matrix multiplication is denoted by ·.
2The nodes are represented by a tuple (bus, phase), where bus refers to bus

name or number and phase is either a, b or c.
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Fig. 1. Composite bus model.

For all ((i, p), (j, k)) /∈ R
δȲr ((i, p), (j, k)) = 0 (4b)

Here, (i, p) and (j, k) represent the ‘from’ and ‘to’ nodes of a177

voltage regulator, where i and j are bus indices, and p and k are178

phase indices. R is a set containing the ‘from’ and ’to’ nodes179

of all voltage regulators in the distribution network. δȲ r is an180

incremental admittance matrix of each voltage regulator with181

reference to its admittance matrix at the nominal tap position.182

δȲ r for different types of regulator are shown in Appendix A,183

B.184

The distribution network comprises one or more interconnec-185

tions with the transmission grid, referred to as slack buses, and186

their set of nodes are represented by S . Unlike transmission187

networks, distribution networks do not have a distinct generator188

or load bus, rather both generators (referred to as DERs) and189

load co-exist on the same bus. In addition, the DERs and190

loads could be either three-phase, two-phase, or single-phase191

in nature. Again, the loads could be either Wye or Delta con-192

nected, whereas DERs are generally Wye connected [22]. Con-193

sequently, the nodal current injection on distribution networks194

is more heterogeneous than in transmission systems. Without195

loss of generality, the distribution network bus injection is196

modeled by three-phase Delta and Wye-connected loads, and197

Wye-connected DER, as shown in Fig. 1. This composite in-198

jection model can be easily simplified to any 1-φ or 2-φ or 3-φ199

connection of loads and DERs. Furthermore, the composite bus200

can also be simplified to model a generator bus (or PV bus) or a201

load bus, or a voltage control bus. The set of nodes of composite202

buses is represented by C.203

For the sake of generic modeling, all the buses of the distribu-204

tion network are considered to be composite buses. However, the205

slack buses will be considered later while solving the network206

power flow by converting their composite model to a slack207

bus. With this proposition, the current injection vector of the208

distribution network can be written as:209

−ĪL, − ĪL,Δ- + ĪG = (Ȳ
o
+ δȲr) · Ē. (5)

Here ĪL, and ĪG are vectors of current injection from Wye-210

connected loads and DERs, respectively. Meanwhile, ĪL,Δ-211

is a vector of current injection from Wye-transformed Delta-212

connected loads. Note that (5) holds true only for nodal current213

injections. Wye-connected loads are inherently nodal injections;214

however, delta-connected loads inject the current across the215

phases. Hence, all delta-connected loads are required to be con-216

verted to equivalent wye-connection (̄IL,Δ- ) before equating217

them in (5). The current injection form of (5) can be expressed218

Fig. 2. (a) 3-φ Delta load. (b) Volt-var characteristic of DER inverter.

in terms of complex power injection as :3 219

−
¯
SL, −

¯
SL,Δ- +

¯
SG =

¯
E� (Ȳ

o
+ δȲr) · Ē. (6)

Here
¯
SL, and

¯
SG are complex conjugate of power injection 220

vector of Wye-connected loads and DERs, respectively.
¯
SL,Δ- 221

is a Wye-transformed load vector which is obtained by trans- 222

forming the vector of Delta load to Wye connection. 223

The formulations presented in the following 224

Sections II-A1–II-B1 are all novel contributions of the paper 225

apart from the fundamental equations. 226

1) Transforming Vector of Delta Load to Wye Connection: 227

A Delta-connected load (S̄
i
L,Δ) at bus i can be transformed to 228

equivalent Wye-connected (S̄
i
L,Δ- ) load using transformation 229

from [23]. With reference to Fig. 2(a), the transformation can be 230

expressed as: 231

⎡
⎢⎣S̄

i
L,a

S̄i
L,b

S̄i
L,c

⎤
⎥⎦=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Ēi
a

Ēi
a−Ēi

b

0 − Ēi
a

Ēi
c−Ēi

a

− Ēi
b

Ēi
a−Ēi

b

Ēi
b

Ēi
b−Ēi

c
0

0 − Ēi
c

Ēi
b−Ēi

c

Ēi
c

Ēi
c−Ēi

a

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎣S̄

i
L,Δ,ab

S̄i
L,Δ,bc

S̄i
L,Δ,ca

⎤
⎥⎦
(7)

In short form: S̄
i
L,Δ- = Γ̄i · S̄i

L,Δ (8)

Note that (7) is also applicable for 1-φ or 2-φ Delta load 232

by assuming them as 3-φ Delta load with 0 demand for 233

the phases that are absent. A vector of Delta loads S̄L,Δ = 234

[S̄
1
L,Δ, . . . , S̄

n
L,Δ]

T is converted to Wye-transformed load vector 235

S̄L,Δ- = [S̄
1
L,Δ- , . . . , S̄

n
L,Δ- ] as 4: 236

S̄L,Δ- = Γ̄ · S̄L,Δ where, Γ̄ = Diag{Γ̄1, . . . , Γ̄n}. (9)

2) Consideration of Smart Inverter Functionality in DERs: 237

With the increasing adoption of the IEEE 1547-2018 standards 238

by utilities, the DERs are required to provide voltage support 239

to the grid by means of smart inverter functionality. The most 240

commonly adopted functionality in DERs is volt-var support by 241

which the DERs absorb or generate reactive power based on the 242

voltage measured at its point of common coupling. An example 243

of the volt-var characteristic of a smart inverter is shown in 244

Fig. 2(b), by which the DER inverter provides dynamic reactive 245

support based on the Q-V droop (m) when the terminal voltage 246

3The Hadamard product is denoted by � throughout the paper.
4Diag{} denotes a square diagonal matrix with the elements in {} on the

main diagonal.
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is between 0.9 to 1.1 p.u.. With such smart inverter functionality,247

the imaginary component of complex power injection (S̄G) in248

(6) depends on the magnitude of the terminal voltage.249

(i) 1-φ DERs: Complex power injection of a single-phase250

DER connected to a node (i, p) is expressed as5:251

S̄i
1φ,p = P i

1φ,p + jmi
1φ,p(E

i
p − Êi

1φ,p) (10)

For generality, the 1-φ DER is assumed to exist on every node of252

the distribution network. In reality, DERs may not be at all nodes,253

however, the absence of a DER can be theoretically modeled254

with an inverter with 0 active power injection and 0 V-var droop.255

Hence, the vector of complex power injection of all 1-φ inverters256

is expressed as:257

S̄1φ = P1φ + jΨ · (E− Ê1φ) (11)

Here, Ψ = Diag{m1
1φ,a, m

1
1φ,b, m

1
1φ,c, . . . , m

n
1φ,a,m

n
1φ,b,258

mn
1φ,c}. Furthermore, E and Ê are the vector of voltage259

magnitude and the reference value of voltages of all the nodes, re-260

spectively. For example, Ê = [Ê1
a, Ê

1
b , Ê

1
c , . . . , Ê

n
a , Ê

n
b , Ê

n
c ]

T .261

(ii) 3-φDERs: For 3-φ inverter connected to bus i, the reactive262

power injection is computed from the similar volt-var character-263

istics utilizing the average voltage of all three nodes [24]. Hence,264

the complex power injection of a three-phase inverter would be:265

S̄i
3φ = P i

3φ + jmi
3φ

[
1

3
(Ei

a + Ei
b + Ei

c)− Êi
3φ

]
(12)

Consider every bus of the distribution network with a three-phase266

DERs with volt-var functionality, the vector of complex power267

injection from all the DERs would be268

S̄3φ = P3φ + j(Ω ·E−Λ · Ê3φ). (13)

The derivation of (13) is detailed in Appendix C.269

Finally, using (9), (11) and (13), the complex power injection270

model of the distribution network (6) can be formalized consid-271

ering all bus modeled in the form of proposed composite form272

as:273

−
¯
SL, −

¯
Γ ·

¯
SL,Δ +

¯
SG =

¯
E� (Ȳ

o
+ δȲr) · Ē (14)

where,274

¯
SG = P1φ +P3φ − j((Ψ+Ω) ·E− (Ψ · Ê1φ +Λ · Ê3φ)).

(15)

B. Derivation of Sensitivity Matrices275

In a distribution network, a node voltage depends on ac-276

tive/reactive power injections (Pn
p /Q

n
p ) at any node (n, p) and277

tap-position (γs) of voltage regulators. Hence, it is compelling278

to estimate the partial derivatives of voltage magnitude with279

respect to u ∈ {Pn
p , Q

n
p , γs}, where (n, p) ∈ S ∪ C and s ∈ R.280

To find the general sensitivity equation, we assume a fictitious281

source at each node. Fictitious sources (S̄F ) do not exist in the282

network in reality (they can be visualized as a source injecting283

zero active/reactive power injection). However, they are used in284

the transmission system to study the impact on network voltage285

for a small change in power injection at a particular bus [25].286

5Imaginary unit of a complex number is denoted by j throughout the paper.

The same concept of the fictitious source is utilized here and 287

assumed to exist in each node of the distribution system to 288

facilitate finding the derivative of node voltages with respect 289

to active/reactive power injections. Hence, (14) is re-written as: 290

¯
SF −

¯
SL, −

¯
Γ ·

¯
SL,Δ +

¯
SG =

¯
E� (Ȳ

o
+ δȲr) · Ē. (16)

For constant load models (S̄L, and S̄L,Δ), the derivative of (16) 291

with respect to u can be expressed as: 292

∂
¯
SF

∂u
−Π · ∂¯E

∂u
− j(Ψ+Ω) · ∂E

∂u
=
∂
¯
E

∂u
� (Ȳo+δȲr) · Ē+

¯
E� (Ȳo + δȲr) · ∂Ē

∂u
+

¯
E� ∂δȲr

∂u
· Ē (17)

Here,
∂
¯
S

L,

∂u = 0, ∂
∂u (Γ ·

¯
SΔ) = Π · ∂

¯
E

∂u and ∂
¯
SG

∂u = −j(Ψ+ 293

Ω) · ∂E
∂u . The former expression is true for constant load mod- 294

els whereas the proof of the second expression is shown in 295

Appendix D. It is to be noted that ∂
∂u (Γ ·

¯
SΔ) depends on 296

derivative of voltage phasors whereas ∂
¯
SG

∂u depends on volt- 297

age magnitude. Hence, we express voltage phasor in terms 298

of magnitude and angle. The voltage vector and its conjugate 299

can be expressed as Ē = E� Ā and
¯
E = E�

¯
A, where Ā = 300

[ejθ
1
a , ejθ

1
b , ejθ

1
c , . . . , ejθ

n
a , ejθ

n
b , ejθ

n
c ]T . Their derivatives with 301

respect to u can be further expanded as: 302

∂Ē

∂u
=

∂E

∂u
� Ā+ jĒ� ∂θ

∂u
(18a)

∂
¯
E

∂u
=

∂E

∂u
�

¯
A− j

¯
E� ∂θ

∂u
(18b)

It is to be noted that ∂Ā
∂u is substituted with ∂Ā

∂u = jĀ� ∂θ
∂u . On 303

substituting (18) into (17), we get: 304

F̄ = C̄ · ∂E
∂u

+ jD̄ · ∂θ
∂u

. (19)

where C̄ = C̄1 + C̄2 + C̄3 + C̄4 and D̄ = D̄1 + D̄2 + D̄3 305

such that: 306

C̄1 = Diag{
¯
A� (Ȳo + δȲr) · Ē} (20)

C̄2 =
¯
E� (Ȳo + δȲr) ·Diag{Ā} (21)

C̄3 = −Π ·Diag{
¯
A}, C̄4 = −j(Ψ+Ω) (22)

D̄1 = −Diag{
¯
E� (Ȳo + δȲr) · Ē} (23)

D̄2 =
¯
E� (Ȳo + δȲr) ·Diag{Ē} (24)

D̄3 = Π ·Diag{
¯
E} (25)

F̄ =
∂
¯
SF

∂u
−

¯
E� ∂δȲr

∂u
· Ē (26)

The matrix ∂E
∂u and ∂θ

∂u in (19) are real, and this equation can 307

be segregated into two by equating real and imaginary compo- 308

nents. Then the resulting equation in augmented matrix form is 309

expressed as: 310[�(C̄) −�(D̄)

�(C̄) �(D̄)

][
∂E
∂u

∂θ
∂u

]
=

[�(F̄)
�(F̄)

]
(27)

Finally (27) can be solved for computation of voltage sensitivity 311

with respect to any input variable u. It is worth noting that 312
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matrices C̄ and D̄ are constant matrices for a given operating313

condition, whereas only F̄ depends on the input variable u.314

1) Voltage Sensitivity to Tap-Position of Regulators (u = γ):315

The voltage sensitivity of all the nodes to a tap-position of any316

regulator can be determined considering u = γ in (19) and its317

solution is given by (27). For u = γ, ∂
¯
SF

∂γ = 0 and F̄ in (26) is318

simplified as:319

F̄ = −
¯
E� ∂δȲr

∂γ
· Ē (28)

Here F̄ depends on the admittance matrix of regulators in320

the distribution network. Ȳ r, δȲ r, and ∂δȲ r

∂γ for few type of321

regulators are shown in Appendix A, B. Thereafter, the voltage322

sensitivity matrix to a particular regulator can be determined by323

solving (27). If there are s regulators, one way of estimating the324

voltage sensitivity of the network is by solving a new set of (27)325

for each regulator’s tap-position. For each regulator, the square326

matrix on the left side of (27) is fixed whereas the right side327

matrix has to be computed using (28). Alternatively, the voltage328

sensitivity with respect to all the regulators can be determined329

at once using the augmenting form of (27), as shown below.330 [�(C̄) −�(D̄)

�(C̄) �(D̄)

][
∂E
∂γ1

. . . ∂E
∂γs

∂θ
∂γ1

. . . ∂θ
∂γs

]
=

[�(F̄1) . . .�(Fs)

�(F̄1) . . .�(Fs)

]

(29)

2) Voltage Sensitivity to active/reactive Power Injections331

(u = Pn
p or Qn

p ): Voltage sensitivity to active power injection332

(u = Pn
p ) from a particular node (n, p) is also determined using333

(27). For u = Pn
p , F̄ can be computed using (26) and would be334

F̄ =
∂
¯
SF

∂Pn
p

as ∂ΔȲr

∂Pn
p

= 0. Furthermore, F̄ can be deduced as:335

F̄ i
k =

∂
¯
Si
Fk

∂Pn
p

=

{
1, if (i, k) = (n, p)

0, otherwise
, ∀(i, k) ∈ C (30)

The voltage sensitivity to active power injection at each node336

(n, p) ∈ C can be found by solving (27) using (30) one by one.337

It can be noted that for any node injections, the square matrix338

on the left side of (27) remains constant. Hene, we express the339

voltage sensitivity to active power injection from all the nodes340

in C by an augmented form as:341 [�(C̄) −�(D̄)

�(C̄) �(D̄)

][
∂E
∂P 1

a
. . . ∂E

∂Pn
c

∂θ
∂P 1

a
. . . ∂θ

∂Pn
c

]
=

[
1N×N

0N×N

]
, (31)

where 1 and 0 are an identity and zero matrix respectively.342

Similarly, the sensitivity matrix to reactive power injection is343

expressed as:344 [�(C̄) −�(D̄)

�(C̄) �(D̄)

][
∂E
∂Q1

a
. . . ∂E

∂Qn
c

∂θ
∂Q1

a
. . . ∂θ

∂Qn
c

]
=

[
0N×N

−1N×N

]
(32)

3) Consideration of Slack Buses: The derivation of network345

sensitivity matrix in (29),(31), and (32) considered all the buses346

to be of composite nature. All these equations can be expressed347

Fig. 3. Modified IEEE 13 bus system.

in short form as: 348[
A1 A2

]
·
[
X1

X2

]
=

[
B1

B2

]
(33)

where X1 and X2 represent the voltage and angle sensitivity 349

matrices, whereas A1, A2, B1 and B2 are constant matrices. 350

The distribution networks have at least one slack bus and it is 351

important to consider the slack nodes before solving (33). For 352

any slack node (i, p), we can infer the following conditions. 353

∂Ei
p

∂u
= 0 and

∂θip
∂u

= 0 ∀(i, p) ∈ S (34)

To incorporate the nature of slack nodes in (33), we represent the 354

slack nodes’ (S) indices in E vector by a set I. To incorporate 355

(34) in (33), we impose the following conditions. 356

A1(i, k) and A2(i, k) =

{
1, i = k

0, otherwise
∀i, k ∈ I (35)

B1(i, k) and B2(i, k) = 0 ∀i ∈ I (36)

4) Consideration of PV bus/node: Unlike transmission net- 357

works, PV buses (where the voltage is held constant to a fixed 358

value) are comparatively rare in distribution networks. A bus 359

connected with a very large DER may be operated as a PV bus in 360

the distribution network, however, the DER would require a large 361

reactive power capability. Nevertheless, the proposed composite 362

bus can be modeled as a PV bus by considering the connection 363

of zero loads and a DER with a very large (theoretically infinite) 364

volt-var droop. 365

C. Algorithm Description 366

The algorithm for the proposed method is presented in 367

Algorithm 1. To compute the sensitivity matrices, this algorithm 368

necessitates network data, including Ȳo, R, the locations of 369

Delta-connected loads and DERs, and Ē. It is important to note 370

that these input parameters may undergo changes during network 371

operations and may also be affected by unforeseen disconnec- 372

tions of loads or DERs. Consequently, our algorithm relies on 373

situational awareness techniques, such as topology identifica- 374

tion, outage detection, and state estimation, as discussed in [26], 375
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Algorithm 1: Generalized Analytical Estimation of Sensi-
tivity Matrices.

particularly in online applications where real-time adaptability376

is crucial.377

However, for offline studies, all the necessary input parame-378

ters are readily available and can be used without the need for379

dynamic updates.380

III. NUMERICAL TEST CASES381

To validate the proposed algorithm, we will demonstrate the382

results with visual and numerical verification. As sensitivities383

are basically the first-order partial derivatives of a system state384

to any input, we will show that the estimated sensitivities are385

tangential to non-linear state v.s. input plots at various operating386

points. For example, the voltage sensitivity of node (i, p) to387

active power injection at node (j, k), i.e.,
∂Ei

p

∂P j
k

should be tangent388

to Ei
p v.s. P j

k curves. Furthermore, we will compare our results389

with a perturb-&-observe method for estimating the errors and390

benchmark with the existing analytical method [15].391

A. Case Study 1: IEEE 13 Bus Distribution Network392

IEEE 13 bus network is an unbalanced distribution system393

with 1-φ, 2-φ, and 3-φ Delta and Wye connected loads as394

shown in Fig. 3. It has only one substation transformer which395

is connected to a 115 kV transmission line at the source bus,396

which is the slack bus of the system, and has three 1-φ SVRs397

at the substation. To test the proposed algorithm for estimating398

sensitivities, we created a composite bus at 632 and 680, where399

a 1-φ DER at node a and a 3-φ DER both with volt-var control400

are connected, as shown in Fig. 3.401

Fig. 4. Plot showing the alignment of computed voltage sensitivities of buses
675 and 634 to tap-position of regulator1, with the corresponding V-tap curve
in the IEEE 13 Bus network.

1) Sensitivities to Tap-Position of Regulators: The proposed 402

algorithm computed voltage and angle sensitivity matrix to 403

tap-position of all three 1-φ SVR. However, we will first focus 404

on sensitivity coefficients for the tap-position of SVR at phase 405

a for visual verification. To showcase visual verification, the 406

voltage and angle at all nodes of bus 675 and 634 were recorded 407

by solving distribution system power flow using OpenDSS at 408

various tap-position of SVR located at (650,a). The recorded 409

data have been presented in the form of solid lines for bus 410

675 and dashed lines for bus 634 in Figs. 4 and 5. Voltage 411

and angle sensitivity coefficients to tap-position of SVR were 412

extracted from the respective sensitivity matrices computed at 413

various tap-position of SVR (e.g., −15,−10, −5, 0, 5, 10, 15). 414

As the sensitivity coefficients are the slope of voltage and angle 415

to tap-position, a small line with a corresponding slope at the 416

operating point should be tangential to the plots obtained by a 417

series of load flow computations from OpenDSS. Such small 418

lines are shown in pink in Figs. 4 and 5. These pink lines are 419

visually tangential at every operating point under study, which 420

supports the estimation accuracy of the proposed algorithm. 421

Furthermore, the computed voltage and angle sensitivity co- 422

efficients are compared with the perturb-&-observe method. The 423

mean absolute error for all the operating points shown in Figs. 4 424

and 5 are below 9.2e-5 and 3.5e-6 for voltage and angle sensitiv- 425

ity estimation, respectively. From Fig. 4, one can see that when 426

the tap-position of SVR is increased, it progressively increases 427

the voltage at node (675,a), which is intuitive. However, it is not 428

at all intuitive to observe that the voltage at both nodes (634,a) 429

and (634,b) would increase with the tap-position of SVR. It 430

is mainly because of the XFM-1 transformer with Delta-Wye 431

configuration of HV and LV winding. It can also be noted from 432
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Fig. 5. Plot showing the alignment of computed voltage sensitivities of buses
675 and 634 to tap-position of regulator1, with the corresponding θ-tap curve
in the IEEE 13 Bus network.

Fig. 6. Plot showing the alignment of computed voltage magnitude sensitiv-
ities of buses 675 and 634 to active power injection at node (671,a), with the
corresponding P-V curve in the IEEE 13 Bus network.

Fig. 5 that the tap-changes of SVR do not impact node angle433

significantly.434

2) Sensitivities to active/reactive Power Injections: For vi-435

sual verification, we will first focus on the voltage and angle436

trajectory of buses 675 and 634 to active/reactive power changes437

on the node (671,a). These trajectories were obtained by solving438

load flow problems in OpenDSS, which are shown using solid439

(for bus 675) and dashed lines (for bus 634) in Figs. 6–9. It440

Fig. 7. Plot showing the alignment of computed voltage angle sensitivities
of buses 675 and 634 to active power injection at node (671,a), with the
corresponding P-V curve in the IEEE 13 Bus network.

Fig. 8. Plot showing the alignment of computed voltage magnitude sensitiv-
ities of buses 675 and 634 to reactive power injection at node (671,a), with the
corresponding Q-V curve in the IEEE 13 Bus network.

can be observed that the voltage and angle of nodes (675,a) 441

and (634,a) changed significantly with active/reactive power 442

injection in a node (671,a). However, other nodes at phase b and 443

c showed slight changes. These plots show that a three-phased 444

unbalanced distribution network is not intuitive because the 445

phases are coupled by the mutual reactance of the lines. The 446

proposed algorithm estimated the voltage and angle sensitivity 447

matrix to active/reactive power injections at selected operating 448

points, where the active/ reactive power injections at (671,a) are 449
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Fig. 9. Plot showing the alignment of computed voltage angle sensitivities
of buses 675 and 634 to reactive power injection at node (671,a), with the
corresponding P-V curve in the IEEE 13 Bus network.

−1000, −750, −500,. . . , 1000 kW/kVar. From the computed450

sensitivity matrix, the sensitivity coefficients pertaining to power451

injection at (671,a) were located and used to draw a line having452

the slope equal to the sensitivity coefficients, and are shown453

by pink lines in Figs. 6–9. All these lines are observed to be454

tangent to the corresponding plots obtained by a series of load455

flow calculations.456

Alternatively, the computed sensitivity coefficients are com-457

pared with the perturb-&-observed method, and the estimation458

errors were determined. The mean absolute error was determined459

at each operating point and is shown by the brown line in460

Figs. 6–9. The estimated error is small and less than 1.6e-6 in461

all the operating points and all the plots.462

B. Case Study 2: IEEE 123 Bus Distribution System463

IEEE 123 bus distribution system is an unbalanced network464

with multiple substations, multiple line/substation regulators,465

1-φ, 2-φ, and 3-φ Delta and Wye loads, as shown in Fig. 10. In466

contrast to line regulators, the substation regulators are single467

3-φ type, where the step change in tap-position changes all468

the phase voltages. To verify the capabilities of the proposed469

algorithm, the system is modified to have a ring configuration470

rather than a radial one by closing a switch between buses 151471

and 300, as shown in Fig. 10. In addition, six 1-φ DERs are472

connected at nodes (6,c), (88,a), (109,a), (84,c), (43,b), and473

(20,a), while two 3-φ DERs at buses 28 and 56. In Fig. 10, the474

DER-connected buses are shown by a composite bus for clarity.475

For this case study, the visual verification of computed sensi-476

tivity coefficients is illustrated only for the substation regulator477

at bus 150. This regulator is the single 3-φ type which was478

not present in IEEE 13 bus system studied above. Visual ver-479

ification for sensitivity to active/reactive power changes is not480

Fig. 10. Modified IEEE 123 bus system.

Fig. 11. Plot showing the alignment of computed voltage sensitivities of
buses 300 and 610 to tap-position of the 3-φ regulator at 150 bus, with the
corresponding θ-tap curve in the IEEE 123 Bus network.

presented deliberately because of space constraints. However, 481

the numerical verification is studied in detail for all the cases in 482

the subsequent Section III-D. 483

The tap changes in 3-φ regulator change the voltage on all 484

phases of the network. Assertively, Fig. 11 depicts the changes 485

in voltage at buses 300 and 610 with a change in tap-position of 486

3-φ regulator located near bus 150. The sensitivity coefficients 487

were determined by the proposed algorithm for the operating 488

condition when the tap was at −15, −10,..., 10, 15. The ob- 489

tained coefficients were used to draw a line at the corresponding 490

operating point, and these lines are shown in pink color in the 491

same Fig. 11. All these lines are seen to be tangent, which 492

provides visual confirmation of the accuracy of the proposed 493

algorithm. Furthermore, the numerical verification of sensitivity 494

coefficients was conducted by comparing with the perturb-&- 495

observe method, and the mean absolute errors were less than 496

8e-5 for all the cases shown in Fig. 11. 497
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TABLE I
COMPARISON ON ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM WITH ANALYTICAL METHOD

TABLE II
MEAN COMPUTATION TIME EVALUATIONS

C. Case Study 3: EPRI ckt5 MV/LV Distribution System498

EPRI ckt5 is an unbalanced distribution system comprising of499

981 MV and 1,462 LV nodes [27]. It has a three 1-φ SVR at the500

substation connecting the distribution system to HV transmis-501

sion grid. Although, this test system do not have any delta loads502

nor any distributed DERs, we added fifty 3-φ Delta-connected503

loads (5 kW with 0.93 power factor each) at MV network and504

twenty-five 1-φ DERs (10 kW each) at LV networks for the505

sake of verifying the proposed method. The list of buses and506

nodes with new Delta-connected loads and DERs are tabulated507

in Appendix E.508

For this case study, we have not provided visual verification509

of computed sensitivity coefficients as the plots obtained were510

similar to the above cases. However, the detailed numerical511

verification is studied in the subsequent Section III-D.512

D. Performance Comparison and Evaluations513

The previous subsection illustrated the performance of the514

proposed method pertaining to a few coefficients of sensitivity515

matrices. This subsection evaluates the estimated sensitivity516

matrices by determining their mean absolute percentage er- 517

ror (MAPE) with reference to sensitivity matrices computed 518

using the perturb-and-observe method and mean computation 519

time (MCT). To showcase our contribution, another analytical 520

method [15] is also evaluated with a MAPE and MCT, and our 521

performance is compared with it. Several case studies are studied 522

in two test unbalanced distribution networks, such as IEEE 13 523

bus, IEEE 123 bus, and EPRI ckt5. Following are the details of 524

case studies conducted on these networks. 525

1) CS-A: All loads are considered to be Wye-connected and 526

DERs operated at a constant power factor. 527

2) CS-B: Loads are either Delta- or Wye-connected and 528

DERs operated at a constant power factor. 529

3) CS-C: Loads are either Delta- or Wye-connected and 530

DERs operated with volt-var control. 531

Table I shows the summary of the comparative study of 532

the proposed method in terms of MAPE at different test 533

distribution networks. For CS-A, all the sensitivity matrices 534

estimated by the proposed method are almost the same as 535

those estimated by an analytical method, however, the analytical 536

method was not able to estimate a few sensitivity matrices such 537

as ∂θ/∂P, ∂θ/∂Q, ∂V/∂γ, and ∂θ/∂γ. In CS-B, where the 538

Delta-connected loads are present, the analytical method show 539

degraded performance with the MAPE of 19.86% and 84.11% 540

for the estimation of ∂V/∂P and ∂V/∂Q in IEEE 13 Bus, 541

respectively. Similar degraded performances were observed for 542

the other two test networks, as shown in Table I. Whereas the 543

proposed method performed equally well for CS-B as in CS-A. 544

In CS-C, the Delta- and Wye-connected loads are the same as in 545

CS-B, however, the DERs are operated with volt-var control. In 546

this case study, the analytical method had degraded performance 547

in all the three test system. In IEEE 123 Bus system, a MAPE 548

of 18.23% and 43.29% were seen for estimation of ∂V/∂P and 549

∂V/∂Qmatrices, respectively. Furthermore, a MAPE of 25.5% 550
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and 56.95% was observed in EPRI ckt5. In contrast, the proposed551

method was better in the estimation of the sensitivity matrices552

albeit a small increment in MAPE was observed in comparison553

to CS-A and CS-B. The proposed estimation method performed554

consistently better for all case studies CS-A, CS-B, and CS-C555

even for a larger test case, IEEE 123 Bus and EPRI ckt5.556

The performance comparison in terms of MCT with the557

analytical method for three different test networks is highlighted558

in Table II. We conducted 1000 runs of both the proposed559

and another analytical algorithm [15] to compute their MCTs.560

Table II reports the evaluated MCT on a Windows workstation561

with a 2.9 GHz Xeon(R) processor and 16 GB RAM. It can be562

noted that the MCT of the proposed method is approximately563

twice that of the analytical method. However, it’s worth noting564

that our method provides six sensitivity matrices, whereas the565

other method only provides two sensitivity matrices.566

IV. CONCLUSION567

This paper proposed an analytical matrix-based method for568

the estimation of voltage magnitude and angle sensitivities to569

active/reactive power injections and tap-position of the step570

voltage regulator (SVR) in unbalanced distribution networks.571

The proposed method is capable of estimating the sensitivity572

matrices to the tap-position of all line/substation regulators.573

Additionally, it is applicable for an unbalanced network with574

both Delta- and Wye-connected loads and with DERs having575

smart inverter functionality such as volt-var or power factor576

control. The reason behind such generic applicability of the577

proposed method is due to the composite bus modeling of each578

bus, which can be further deduced or simplified to any specific579

case of 1− φ, 2− φ, or 3− φ Delta/Wye loads/DERs and their580

combinations.581

The proposed method is tested in unbalanced distribution test582

networks with various characteristics such as radial topology583

in IEEE 13 bus, ring topology (multiple slack buses) with line584

regulators in IEEE 123 bus, and a MV/LV network with LV585

dominated circuits in EPRI ckt 5. The accuracy of the proposed586

method is evaluated by computing a mean absolute percentage587

error with reference to the perturb-&-observe method and by588

mean computation time. Additionally, the proposed method is589

compared with another analytical method for benchmarking.590

Compared to the other analytical methods, the proposed method591

is more accurate in the presence of Delta-connected loads and592

DERs with volt-var control. The mean error of the proposed593

method is less than 0.7% for all the case studies and for all the test594

distribution networks. Furthermore, the proposed method takes595

only twice the amount of time for computation compared to the596

other analytical method, even though it involves the estimation597

of four additional sensitivity matrices.598

One limitation inherent in the current work is the inability599

to integrate Delta-connected DERs within our formulation. We600

acknowledge this limitation and are committed to addressing it601

in our future research endeavors. It is important to note that our602

proposed method relies on specific input parameters, namely,603

an admittance matrix and the precise locations of DERs. Conse-604

quently, to adapt to any network reconfiguration or occurrences605

Fig. 12. Two port model of SVR.

such as the loss of DERs, our method will necessitate inputs 606

from situational awareness techniques. These techniques will 607

play a vital role in providing the required information to apply 608

our formulation effectively and adaptively. 609

APPENDIX 610

In all the matrices listed below, ȳT is short circuit impedance, 611

t1/t2 is the tap ratio, γ is a tap number, and ΔK is the step 612

voltage change of the regulator. 613

A. Ȳ r, ¯δY r, and ∂ ¯δY r

∂γ for 1-φ SVR 614

We consider the generic model of SVR that corroborates with 615

OpenDSS, which comprises of tap setting at both ‘from’ and 616

’to’ sides, as shown in Fig. 12. The admittance matrix of SVR 617

is expressed as: 618

Ȳ r =

[
ȳT

t21
− ȳT

t1t2

− ȳT

t1t2

ȳT

t22

]
(37)

1) 1-φ SVR With Tap Setting At ‘from’ Side: To model an 619

SVR with tap provision at the ‘from’ side, we set t1 = 1 + γΔK 620

and t2 = 1. With this we can obtain its Ȳ r from (37) and its ¯δY r, 621

and ∂ ¯δY r

∂γ are expressed as: 622

δȲ r = ȳT

[
1
t21

− 1 1− 1
t1

1− 1
t1

0

]
,
∂δȲ r

∂γ
= ȳTΔK

[
− 2

t31

1
t21

1
t21

0

]

(38)

2) 1-φ SVR With Tap Setting At ’to’ Side: Here, we set t1 = 1 623

and t2 = 1 + γΔk, to obtain its ¯δY r, and ∂ ¯δY r

∂γ as: 624

δȲ r = ȳT

[
0 1− 1

t2

1− 1
t2

1
t22

− 1

]
,
∂δȲ r

∂γ
= ȳTΔK

[
0 1

t22
1
t22

− 2
t32

]

(39)

B. Ȳ r, ¯δY r, and ∂ ¯δY r

∂γ for Wye-Wye 3-φ SVR 625

Again, we consider the generic model of 3-φ SVR that cor- 626

roborates with OpenDSS, which comprises of tap setting at both 627

‘from’ and ’to’ sides. The key difference between three 1-φ and 628

3-φ SVR is that individual phase voltage could be controlled 629

in the former one whereas all phases are affected when the 630

tap-position is changed in the latter one. The admittance matrix 631
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of Wye-Wye connected 3-φ SVR is expressed as:632

Ȳ r=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ȳT

t21
0 0 − ȳT

t1t2
0 0

0 ȳT

t21
0 0 0 − ȳT

t1t2
0

0 0 ȳT

t21
0 0 − ȳT

t1t2

− ȳT

t1t2
0 0 ȳT

t22
0 0

0 − ȳT

t1t2
0 0 ȳT

t22
0

0 0 − ȳT

t1t2
0 0 ȳT

t22

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(40)

¯δY r and ∂ ¯δY r

∂γ for Wye-Wye 3-φ SVR can be obtained from633

(40), following the steps shown for 1-φ SVR in Appendix A.634

C. Complex Power Injection From 3-φ DERs635

The complex power injection of 3-φ inverter with volt-var636

functionality would be:637

S̄i
3φ = P i

3φ + jmi
3φ

[
1

3
(Ei

a + Ei
b + Ei

c)− Êi
3φ)

]
(41)

Here, S̄i
3φ is a total power that is divided uniformly among three638

phases by the inverter controllers [24]. Hence, active and reactive639

power injection at each phase of bus i would be:640 [
P i
3φ,a, P

i
3φ,b, P

i
3φ,c

]T
=

1

3

[
P i
3φ, P

i
3φ, P

i
3φ

]T
(42)

⎡
⎢⎣Q

i
3φ,a

Qi
3φ,b

Qi
3φ,c

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

mi
3φ

3 ( 13 (E
i
a + Ei

b + Ei
c)− Êi

3φ)
mi

3φ

3 ( 13 (E
i
a + Ei

b + Ei
c)− Êi

3φ)
mi

3φ

3 ( 13 (E
i
a + Ei

b + Ei
c)− Êi

3φ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

(43)

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

mi
3φ

9

mi
3φ

9

mi
3φ

9
mi

3φ

9

mi
3φ

9

mi
3φ

9
mi

3φ

9

mi
3φ

9

mi
3φ

9

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎣E

i
a

Ei
b

Ei
c

⎤
⎥⎦

−

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

mi
3φ

3 0 0

0
mi

3φ

3 0

0 0
mi

3φ

3

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎣Ê

i
3φ

Êi
3φ

Êi
3φ

⎤
⎥⎦
(44)

= Ωi ·Ei − Λi · Êi
3φ (45)

Hence, the vector of complex power injection from three-phase641

DERs at each bus would be:642

S̄3φ = P3φ + j(Ω ·E−Λ · Ê3φ). (46)

where Ω = Diag{Ω1, . . . ,Ωn} and Λ = Diag{Λ1, . . . ,Λn}643

TABLE III
LOCATION OF ADDED LOADS AND DERS

D. Sensitivity of Wye-Transformed Delta-Connected Loads 644

When constant power Delta-connected load at bus i is trans- 645

formed to Wye, the resulting Wye-connected loads (S̄
i
Δ- ) be- 646

come voltage dependent as shown by (7). The sensitivity of 647

S̄
i
Δ- with respect to any input variable u is determine by 648

differentiating (7), and on after rearranging, we get (47) shown 649

at the bottom of this page. In short, (47) can be expressed as: 650

∂S̄
i
Δ-

∂u
= Π̄i · ∂Ē

i

∂u
. (48)

Utilizing (48), the sensitivity of the vector of Wye-transformed 651

Delta loads can be expressed as: 652

∂S̄Δ-

∂u
= Π̄ · ∂Ē

∂u
. (49)

where, 653

S̄Δ- = [S̄
1
Δ- , . . . , S̄

n
Δ- ]T

and Π̄ = Diag{Π̄1, . . . , Π̄n}. (50)

E. Details on Modified EPRI ckt5 654

We modified the EPRI ckt5 by adding 3-φ Delta-connected 655

loads and 1-φ DERs at the locations listed on Table III. The 656

names of buses and nodes are adopted from official realase of 657

EPRI ckt5 [27]. 658
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